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Art Show’s
premium
partnership
Sevenhill Cellars is proud to support
a fellow Jesuit organisation as the
principal wine partner for the Saint
Ignatius Art Show 2017.
Enjoy the distinctive nature of Sevenhill’s
single-varietal Inigo range and the premium
status of our Saints wines, all estate-grown
in South Australia’s Clare Valley.

Visit our Cellar Door at
111C College Road, Sevenhill SA 5453
or go to www.sevenhill.com.au

Foreword
The journal Nature recently presented
evidence that human presence in
Australia could be traced back far
earlier than previously thought, to at
least 65,000 years ago. For millennia,
through to the present, our indigenous
peoples have created beautiful objects
and cave paintings. Their intention: to
tell stories, to educate, entertain and to
enjoy the creative process itself. These
purposes account for artistic expression
in civilizations across human history and
our indigenous art can claim to be one
of the oldest instances. This year, the
Saint Ignatius’ College Art show is again
privileged to feature beautiful paintings
and papier mâché objects from the Kaltjiti
Arts and Crafts Centre in Fregon, in the
north of our state.
The role of Art has also held a special
place in the history of the Jesuit Order.
As part of centenary celebration in
1640, the Jesuits produced a massive
emblem book of over a thousand pages,
which attempted to encompass both
the achievements and aspirations of the
early Jesuits. It bore the title Imago primi
saeculi Societatis Jesu which could be
rendered ‘A panorama of the first age
of the Society of Jesus’. It incorporates
a wealth of emblems, an art form
characteristic of the Baroque period.
John O’Malley S.J. in his introduction
to a modern edition, sees emblems as
‘intellectual puzzles or riddles which
also sought to touch the emotions. The
emblem was both an artistic-ingenious
and persuasive means of communication.
It made the spiritual insistently tangible,
visible and admirable.’

Jesuit schools throughout history have
seen the creative and performing arts
as key means in the development of
the whole human person and have
rightly given them a favoured place in
the curriculum. Saint Ignatius’ Adelaide
stands firmly in this tradition and I am
delighted that the Art Show is again a
key event on our College calendar.
I am extremely grateful to all those who
have made this possible, especially
our hardworking committee under the
leadership of Mrs Belinda Chhabria, our
Curator Dr Sally Parnis, and to the artists
who have allowed us to display their work.
Our biennial Art Show is an opportunity
for our community to view a rich and
diverse array of artistic works and to take
time to reflect, enjoy and be surprised
at new ways of seeing our world. From
such moments can spring gratitude for
the tradition of artistic endeavour, so
prominent in human civilisation since
the dawn of time. I feel sure that all
who visit will indeed experience much
joy and delight as they engage with the
creative efforts of so many talented and
inspirational artists.
FR ROBERT J DAVOREN SJ
RECTOR
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Welcome
Welcome to the Saint Ignatius Art Show 2017.
This year marks our 14th Art Show since it
began in the year 2000. It’s continued success
and quality has seen the Art Show become
part of the state-wide South Australian Living
Artists (SALA) Festival and has been a biennial
feature since 2009. The SALA Festival aims to
promote and celebrate the many talented visual
artists in South Australia. To further this aim,
the Saint Ignatius Art Show is more than just a
fundraising opportunity, it is about connecting
the school and the wider community with art.
Art is not restricted by the boundaries of reality,
it encourages imagination, makes us think
and question and inspires us with beauty and
creativity. “Art washes away from the soul the
dust of everyday life” Pablo Picasso.
Of course, the Art Show would be possible if not
for the strong commitment from the School’s
leadership and the efforts of an amazing group
of enthusiastic, generous and highly competent
people who have made up the Art Show
Committee for 2017. The Committee, made up
of parents and staff, have devoted a significant
amount of their time over the past 18 months to
plan this fantastic event.

A big thank you also needs to go to the Parents
and Friends Committee who have collaborated
closely with the Art Show Committee to provide
the catering over the whole three day event as
well as for their collegial approach to supporting
the Art Show with volunteers and helpers.
Thanks also go to Allan Turnbull for the lighting,
Neville Turnbull and Richie Gordon for their
indispensable work during set up week, as well as
to the students who pitch in to help.
Lastly, an enormous thank you goes to our
generous sponsors who ensure that the Saint
Ignatius Art Show can go ahead successfully
each time. A number of our sponsors have
supported the Art Show for many years and
some of our sponsors are new this year. We are
eternally grateful to them all for their support to
bring this important event to you all.
Saint Ignatius’ College is very proud to present
this year’s catalogue of artist works and hope
that while you explore the exhibition you find
yourself inspired, your creativity sparked and
your appreciation for art nourished.
BELINDA CHHABRIA
CONVENOR

Thank You
2017 ART SHOW
COMMITTEE
MEMBERS
Belinda Chhabria (Convenor)
Sally Parnis (Curator)
Michelle Buick
Gabrielle Cehic
Mieke Davis
Angela Debenham
Fiona Fallo
Sally Goldsmith
Samantha Jersmann
Dana Lavenant
Jess Mazzone
Gabi McEntee
Jane Moran
Catherine Palumbo
James Parker
Kym Peoples
Carmel Rechichi
Georgie Rice
Michael Roxas
Adrienne Vlachoulis

2017 ART SHOW
SPONSORS
The Saint Ignatius Art Show Committee
gratefully acknowledges our sponsors.
Sevenhill Cellars
Argo on the Parade
Foodland Norwood
Lion
Hender Consulting
Swan Family Lawyers
Margaret Carty Podiatry
DUOGRAFIK
Johnson Winter Slattery Lawyers
Grieve Gillett Dimitty Andersen Architects
Parents & Friends Committee
Old Ignatians Association
College Foundation
Rio Coffee Pty Ltd
BK Styling
Event Photographers
Love Love Mia
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Guest Speaker
PETER GOERS
Peter Goers OAM is a Reformed Social Irritant.
He has broadcast the Evening Show on ABC
Local Radio across SA and into the Silver City
of Broken Hill for 15 years and has written an
opinion column for the “Sunday Mail” for
26 years.
He has worked in the theatre as actor, director,
designer since 1971 and taught drama in a
university in Istanbul, Turkey. He has performed
various versions of his Fringe entertainments
over 1,000 times throughout regional SA and
even into Victoria.
Among many awards he is most proud of being
the recipient of the Mary MacKillop Award for
contribution to the media from the Adelaide
Diocese. He also loves our school.

SALA Festival Celebrates �� Years
The South Australian Living Artists Festival was
established in 1998 by Paul Greenaway, OAM.
It occurs every year in August and has grown
to be one of South Australia’s most eagerly
anticipated festivals.

•	Matjangka (Nyukana) Norris from Kaltjiti
Arts, is a finalist in the 34th Telstra NATSIAA
(National Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Art Awards) (Winners announced
on 9 August)

Unique to South Australia, its mission is to
celebrate the work of current South Australian
visual artists. Institutions and private homes all
over South Australia open their doors to become
venues for artists to share their work. Artists
open their studios and councils give streets over
to artists. The state becomes a joyful celebration
of art and artists.

We are proud to
be part of this
wonderful and
unique festival that
dovetails perfectly
with our own
mission to support
local artists and
bring their work to
the community.

The Saint Ignatius Art Show has been part of the
SALA Festival since 2009. Many of our artists
have been SALA award winners and finalists.
This year we are proud to announce:
•	Tina Barr was a finalist in the City of Unley
Active Ageing Award
•	Judy Parham was a finalist in the City of Unley
Active Ageing Award
•	Laura Wills was a finalist in The Advertiser
Contemporary Art Award
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Featured Artist
SALLY HEINRICH
Sally has illustrated more than
thirty books as well as writing and
illustrating her own picture books,
non-fiction books and novels.
Her most recent picture book is
One Step at a Time, written by Jane Jolly and
published by MidnightSun, which was awarded
an Honour in the 2016 CBCA Picture Book of the
Year Awards. Their new collaboration, Papa Sky,
will be released in October 2017.
2017
Featured
Artist

Her commissioned artwork ranges in scale from
wine labels to a mural for the Singapore Zoo to
painting a life size baby elephant sculpture for
the Melbourne Zoo.
Her work has also been recognised through
fellowships from the Asialink Foundation, The
May Gibbs Children’s Literature Trust, Varuna
- the Writers’ Centre and Arts SA. Her original
artwork and linoprints have been widely
exhibited in Australia and Asia and is held in
collections around the world.

PROUDLY SPONSORED BY
ARGO ON THE PARADE
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Shhhhh!!...It’s a Library
WELCOME TO THE LIBRARY!
Here you will find re-purposed, re-narrated,
re-structured, and re–printed books.
Here you will find the cut and shut, the painted,
folded, pulped and variously manipulated books,
that have been re-arranged by our main show
artists and some very generous others.
Here bursting from their covers are new and
exciting works of art for you to take home
and enjoy. $80 will get you a work of art that
will make you change the way you look at
books forever.
It doesn’t matter if you don’t know your Huxley
from your Eyre or your Winterson from your
Ellroy the text is still there but now there is so
much more.
Many thanks to all the participants for their
generosity and for taking up the challenge.
JAMES PARKER
INSTALLATION ARTIST

LION PROUD SPONSORS OF
SHHHH!!...IT’S A LIBRARY
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Kaltjiti Arts

Saint Ignatius Art Show is thrilled to partner
with Kaltjiti Arts, an Aboriginal art centre in the
remote community of Fregon on the Anangu
Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara (APY) Lands of
South Australia.
The art centre is the heart and cultural focal
point of the small community, serving as place
of inspiration and creativity.
Through their artwork, Indigenous elder artists
teach the younger generations about cultural
traditions and stories, passing on knowledge
which in turn was passed down through their
ancestors. The art works are beautiful, varied
and imbued with narrative.

Ngayuku Ngura - My Country
Stevens, Carol

1st Prize
Art Show Raffle:
Mamungari'nya
by Manyitjanu Lennon,

THE INDIGENOUS ARTWORK FROM
KALTJITI ARTS AND THE FIRST PRIZE OF
THE ART SHOW RAFFLE ARE PROUDLY
SPONSORED BY SWAN FAMILY LAWYERS.
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Ngayuku Ngura - My Country
Michael, Kirsty

Palkapalka
Roberts, Katrina

���� Artist Profiles

Altschwager,
Pamela
A love of nature, inspires Pam
Altschwager’s mixed media
contemporary art. Pam enjoys
painting interesting flowers,
some of which are from her
imagination and don’t actually
exist. Pam is a graphic designer
and has studied painting and
mixed media art both locally
and overseas.

Barker, Elodie

Barr, Tina

Elodie Barker established
her ceramics career at the
prestigious Jam Factory. She
is now a studio-based Ceramic
Artist focused on creating
functional wares and sculptural
art pieces. She currently
sells to galleries, boutiques
and wineries Australia-wide.
Her creations for this show
predominantly concern her
love of hand-building the
exuberant, much loved canine.

My paintings leave enough
room for viewers to finish the
story that it contains for them.
Painted with large brushes
and flowing paint they produce
a visual rhythm for the senses
to dance too. Finalist for
SALA City of Unley Active
Ageing Award.

Bell, Nerida
Ayliffe, Nicole
In these works the use of thick
clear glass forms creates the
illusion of space. The suspension
of the bubble, in the ‘Optical
Landscape’ series, emphasises
the reflection and refraction
of light between the exterior
and interior surfaces, whilst
the delicate imagery speaks of
the beauty of nature. The posy
vases have been created with
a mixture of colour and striped
cane pieces suspended in the
bottom of each glass vase.

Barr, Mike
My task as a painter, is to
interpret a scene so viewers
can feel it, not just see it. It’s
about inviting them to make up
their own story as they revel in
the illusion. It’s about making
people stop and engaging with
their own imagination.

This series ‘Material
Recollection’ is a catalyst
in reconnecting with the
fragmentary memories of my
‘lived experience’. Referencing
the 1950’s upholstery textiles
that dominated the domestic
interiors of my childhood my
patches of clay are cut and
‘stitched together’ treated in a
similar way as woven cloth.
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Black, Angela

Butler, Liz

Clark, Sonja

My current work continues with
the depiction of animal themes.
I enjoy painting and drawing
animals that I have spent
time quietly watching and
observing. Each one of them
is unique in their personality
and behaviour and my aim is
to express this individuality
through my work.

When walking the harsh desert
terrain my eyes are drawn to
what lies beneath. Tiny tracks
reveal fleeting glimpses of other
worlds; scats, minute volcanoes
created by armies of insects,
traces of paper-thin skin and
bones bleached by the sun
making other-world landscapes
within their markings. This
consciousness is intrinsic to my
work, imbued with the spirit of
meandering journeys through
place and time.

The ocean and coastal
landscapes have inspired
this series of jewellery. Black
strands of seaweed drying
in the sun. Eroded, barnacle
encrusted rock rings. Rope
bangles, twisted and woven in
steel and pearls. Created from
familiar observations while
strolling on the beach.

Boettcher, Sue

Cooper, Melanie

In this body of work I have
tried to communicate the often
bizarre and hilarious nature of
human behaviour. Using a mix
of pen and ink sketches and
sculptural herd animal heads
interfaced with found objects
representational of cultural
conformity I comically critique
the human need to conform
but at the same time retain
individuality.

In my practice, drawing is
a self-reflexive process of
invention and recollection.
These figures embody ideas
that rise up in the immediate
act of making and stay behind
as snapshots of stories that
could be true.

Button, Cathy
I lost my memory about 20
years ago and haven’t really
recovered. I studied jewellery
in 1995 and had no memory on
how to make jewellery. I found
my notes from College and I retaught myself the techniques.
I am slowly improving. I hope
you like what I have created.
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Danby, Lyndy
I have worked in many
design disciplines and am
currently “up-cycling” a
highly problematic product. In
cleaning and separating coffee
grounds from their aluminium
capsules, I am contributing not
only to global maintenance
but producing beautiful,
lightweight wearable art-works
for all to enjoy (aluminium is
infinitely recyclable).

Darling, Juniper
During a visit in New Delhi,
India, Juniper Darling was
inspired by the local population
of the native dogs. The dogs
are situated in a world that
is ever changing. They are
reminiscent of a time past
trying to remain important in
the present day culture. The
works include examples of both
tradition and contemporary
techniques as inspired by
the rich culture of India.

Diakomichalis,
Rhonda

Dobson, Mirjana

Rhonda has been painting for
most of her life and graduated
with a Bachelor of Art from
Adelaide Central School of Art
in 2000. She is a painter and a
printmaker, exhibiting regularly
in solo and group exhibitions.
Her work is related to her own
life experiences and emotions.

Exploring the relationship
between science and nature,
Mirjana Dobson constructs
taxonomic collections
interrogating the human
impact on nature’s organisms
and their wider ecosystems.
Her hybrid specimens fuse
biological forms with foreign
synthetic fibres, mimicking
processes of artificial synthesis.
Once organic forms transmute
into altered entities; no longer
certain of their place in nature.

Diakos, Sarina
My paintings explore colour
as the primary element to
express a sense of movement,
space and depth, hinting
of something beyond the
painted surface that invites us
inwards. Layers of warm and
cool colours are intentionally
blended with light and dark
to cause hues to pulsate and
become more intense.

Dodd, Peter
Streetscape watercolours
by Peter Dodd showing 19th
Century Adelaide buildings.
The earliest shown, is the
Queen’s Theatre built in 1840.
Characteristic freestone
buildings are those in Rosina
Lane, the Maritime Museum and
the Marine Terraces at Grange
(1884). Much grander buildings
are the Beehive Corner (1898)
and Adelaide Arcade (1885).
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Duffy, Colleen

Eakins, Sylvia

Everuss, Trena

Using traditional media such as
oil and pastel, I explore various
subjects but constantly return
to still life. The composition,
finding tonal qualities and
expressing colours all are
challenging. Local fruits
with vibrant colours provide
stimulating subjects. Painting,
for me, is compelling, totally
absorbing and satisfying.
Without it, I feel frustrated,
unfulfilled.

I have been painting and
exhibiting for several years
and in 2016 I was a finalist in
the Adelaide Parklands Art
Prize. I paint intuitively, moving
wet paint into forms and
shapes. Like a jigsaw, pieces fit
together and become cohesive,
thus following a narrative.
The exploration of feeling is
important, as if in an inner
landscape.

My pastel drawings follow
my continued interest in
urban environment. “Place”
is important to me in equal
measure with the formal
qualities of the drawing. It
is about the way people live
behind the tourist scene.
My intention is to show the
representation of the familiar
alongside the abstraction
of the visual elements. The
formalist images impart the
quality of memory, detailed but
holding the viewer away from
joining the scene.

Durant, Cindy
I am inspired by the small or
common things around me that
often go unnoticed and see
beauty with joy. Like a child, I
wonder at these little things. To
me they are the essence of life.
This body of my recent glass
work explores these little and
often unnoticed things. Cindy’s
glass can be seen at Purple
Cockatoo Gallery.

Emerson, Robert
My paintings explore pareidolia
as a process of mark making
and editing to discover
personal and universal visual
language. Themes emerge
in the pictures that reflect
aspects of my life in symbolic
form. These paintings are
meditations on the last two
years. The works are open for
the viewer’s interpretation.
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George, Jonathan
Architecture and shells share
similarities in that they both
function as containers for acts
of dwelling. These works are
constructed using materials that
borrow from a language found
in furniture and architecture.
Like a shell, a home is grown
overtime with the purpose of
providing a place to inhabit.

2017
Featured
Artist

Goldsmith, Sally

Griffin, Frances

Heinrich, Sally

The current work I am
undertaking explores
the unique and diverse
properties developed through
environmental adversity
and hardship: Jewellery that
reflects the adjustments that
all plants, animals and even
humans must make to survive
the tough times.

My latest work utilizes balsa
wood and pine. I shape and
move compositional elements
around in response to the
beautiful wood grain and
texture. I also use collage in
conjunction with painting, to
layer and build up images.
The ambiguity and wonder
inherent in natural forms and
processes provides my ongoing
inspiration.

Sally has illustrated more than
thirty books as well as writing
and illustrating her own picture
books, non-fiction books
and novels. Her most recent
picture book is One Step at
a Time, written by Jane Jolly
and published by MidnightSun,
which was awarded an Honour
in the 2016 CBCA Picture Book
of the Year Awards. Their new
collaboration, Papa Sky, will be
released in October 2017.
Her commissioned artwork
ranges in scale from wine labels
to a mural for the Singapore
Zoo to painting a life size baby
elephant sculpture for the
Melbourne Zoo.

Greet, Jane
Towers of exotic fruit, flashes
of brightly coloured fabrics and
decorative ceramics entwined
with the ever present fragrance
of burning incense are some
of my enduring memories of
time spent in China and Bali. My
paintings aim to combine these
images of far-flung places with
echoes of the familiar to create
a visual feast for the viewer.

Howlett, Elisabeth
Elisabeth Howlett, Adelaide
artist, paints beauty onto
canvas, working in a painterly,
modern style. Elisabeth applies
thick impasto oil onto canvas,
translating the elegant forms
of nature and emphasising the
texture left by the brush. Her
work can be seen on her artist
website elisabethhowlett.com.au
and on Bluethumb.

Her work has also been
recognised through fellowships
from the Asialink Foundation,
The May Gibbs Children’s
Literature Trust, Varuna - the
Writers’ Centre and Arts SA.
Her original artwork and
linoprints have been widely
exhibited in Australia and
Asia and is held in collections
around the world.
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Khor, Emmeline

Lacey, John

Lapsys, Annabel

Emmeline Khor is an Adelaide
artist who is interested in
painting still life and abstract
works. She paints in oils,
using colour and shapes to
create a relationship with the
viewer. She was awarded the
People’s Choice Award at the
2011 Saint Ignatius Artshow as
well as qualifying as a Finalist
for SALA Art Prize in 2013
for her painting of Figs and
Pomegranates.

John’s work is evolving and is a
process of translation between
realism and abstraction of
the landscape. It expresses
originality and authenticity
in paint application and mark
making whilst not losing the
sense of place, but pushes more
and more to simplifying shape,
form and line.

Obscure design details from
everyday life have a general
influence on my paintings. My
current work focuses on colour;
for some pieces, a striking
combination of vibrancy
and for others, the subtle
blending of softer shades.
These contrasting styles depict
my mood, which in turn, is
interpreted on canvas.

Lane, Janice
Kingdon, Marlene
Savage colour refers to the
way in which I have used larger
formats, fluid paint and the
brightness of large blocks of
colours to create bold abstract
works. Each painting is named
for the colour which was
significant in making the others
“pop” and maximise colour
sensations.

In this series, Mobile Memories,
I reflect upon the fragility of
memory, and the endeavour
to save ourselves from the
oblivion of forgetfulness.
Juxtaposed upon nostalgic
forgotten objects are images of
a modern obsession to record
evidence of experiences;
constructed realities as fragile
as memory itself.
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Laundy, Greta
The Flinders Ranges is a
special place for many South
Australians, myself included;
and lately I’ve been exploring
my emotional, physical
and spiritual responses to
this location in my studio
practice. These paintings are
representative of my ongoing
research into how places can be
symbolic of the embodiment of
human experience.

Lee, Linda

Lockery, Suzie

Main, Alison

These recent portraits
continue an investigation
into the relationship between
representation and perception.
The enigmatic, imagined
sitters in my paintings are the
outcomes of dual concerns –
fantasy and the known, myth
and form, dreams and reality.

Suzie Lockery’s practice moves
between the use of various
printmaking techniques,
painting and installation. The
crossover between mediums
however, tends to work towards
a similar aesthetic where the
brush strokes of a painting
reflects the mark-making of
lino cutting. This has led to
consideration of all that is
interwoven and connected.

For thirty years, I was a Sydney
architect; now I am an Adelaide
painter. For me travel is always
a life metaphor. These recent
paintings/drawings relate to
humanity’s fleeting existence
on this fragile planet, harking
back to imagined memories of
Japan. Insignificant Lilliputians
earnestly pursue absurd
acrobatics in slightly surreal
landscapes: unknowing,
insignificant.

Little, Heather
Using acrylic in powerful colour
combinations, Adelaide born
artist Heather Little has always
had a great love of art and has
been lucky enough to pursue
her passion. Heather likes to
celebrate the natural world
by creating her art through
beauty, diversity, vibrant
colours, textures and imagery.

Losada, Lisa
This body of work engages
with the emotional responses
we have to physical places,
particularly to solitude and
silence within the natural
world, and how we can choose
to become embedded in
landscape through familiarity,
observation and care.

Marsh, Andrew
Free Standing Wind Chimes.
A collision of two senses –
visual art making itself heard
(with a little help from the wind
of course)! Inspired by a love of
church bells, these five tubes
form a pentatonic scale, which
are tuned to the black notes of
a piano, third octave up.
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society, and how she - as an
artist - can approach these
issues through art making.
Monika is represented by
Worth Gallery.

Martinsen, Kirsty

McEwan, Rebecca

This series of watercolours
of friends sitting in the shade
of two Red Gums in my back
yard make me happy. Begun
when my dear friend Brett
was visiting from Tasmania,
they reflect the thoroughly
enjoyable and peaceful
experience of sunshine, trees,
birds, friends and painting from
life in watercolours.

Referencing traditional
botanical drawings and
cellular structure of plants
and plant matter, this work
incorporates the use of the
ancient medium of encaustic
wax with a contemporary view
of botanical illustration. The
natural, seductive translucency
of the wax highlighting intricate
patterns found in nature..

McDonald, Sarah

Morgenstern,
Monika

My paintings are semi abstract,
expressive oil paintings inspired
by both the natural and urban
landscape. Making paintings by
creating a variety of surfaces,
layering paint with large
brushes and palette knives,
I enjoy exploring the paints
physicality, embracing the
‘accident’. I invite the viewer to
make their own connections
and draw on memories and
experiences.

Monika Morgenstern’s work
addresses the ambiguous
realm of the spirit world.
She researches mystical
experiences and encounters
with the numinous; she
endeavours to bring to light
something that does not exist
in an accepted paradigm. The
ambition for her work is to
uncover and reveal how the
mystical exists in contemporary
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Moy, Maggie
Maggie Moy’s art practice is
a unique exploration of the
aesthetics of broken, discarded
and unwanted objects. Her
interest lies in the phenomena,
of the constant finding, of
blue and white ceramic shards
in nature. Moy explores the
concept that these found
objects possess a sentient
nature or soul.

Proudly supporting
the Saint Ignatius
2017 Art Show

Moyle, Sonia

Parham, Judy

Poulson, Joanna

My sense of belonging is
affected by the evolving rural
and industrial structures in
my surrounding environment.
Their unique aesthetic beauty
contrasts the natural landscape
that has been usurped by
human industry. My objects
intend to evoke these forms
overlaid with the memories of
irrecoverable native bushland.
‘stitched together’ treated in a
similar way as woven cloth.

Recently while visiting the Mid
North, I developed a greater
appreciation for this land and
the responsibilities of farmers.
In my work, I aim to use stitch
expressively, on symbolic
material, to honour the beauty
of our country and the people
and animals who work it.
Finalist for SALA City of Unley
Active Ageing Award.

Spurred on by a commission
in 2016 which had a vivid
sunset with strong contrasts
against the landscape I took to
photographing the impressive
sunsets we’ve had in Adelaide
over summer. Presented with a
new vista from my backyard I
have interpreted these striking
sunsets into paintings on oil
and board.

Parish, Andrew

Richards,
Malcolm

Nydegger, Natasha
These sculptures depict elite
athletes and dancers in motion,
stretching themselves to the
limit. They are inspired by my
own struggles to continually
improve as an artist. I sought
to convey the effort, discipline
and control that it takes to
excel in an increasingly
competitive world.

Andrew Parish has been
an established artist since
1994, producing an eclectic
collection of metal and iron
art from his studio in Kent
Town, Alchemy Ironworks.
Andrew’s work is manifested
from intense inspiration and the
pure enjoyment of combining
natural elements and alchemical
principles into art. Finding his
art in homes and environments
all over the world, his work
reflects passion, expression and
highly skilled craftsmanship.

Malcolm Richards is a fascinated
but unacclaimed cook and an
enthusiastic joiner of meals.
Food is not a metaphor for
affection, love and community,
it is actually all of those things.
For many the gift of cooking is
the most comfortable way they
have of expressing that stuff
which is the very glue of family,
community and welcome.
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Richards, Pauline

Ross, Tricia

Serwan, Peter

Pauline is an Adelaide based
artist. She studied year eleven
and twelve arts at Thebarton
Seniors College, further studies
Adelaide Central School of Art.
Her current work depicting
magpies and sacred ibis is a
result of her observing them
during her daily walks on the
Linear Park.

Tricia continues to explore the
concept of liminality. Applied
playfully, Tricia has focused
on everyday items as subject
for her works. Vintage Danish
chairs, and an English kettle
now ‘resident’ in Tricia’s home,
will move on in time. Their
Journey continues.

For some time now, my
immediate environment has
been a catalyst for ideas and
I allow meanings to emerge in
my work based on personal
experiences, recollections and
chance observations. I continue
to be interested in the dramas
and moments we live out and
endeavour to show how they
can express wider truths about
ourselves. Peter is represented
by Hill Smith Gallery.

Rolevink, Judith
This is a new exciting series
of work manipulating hollow
cylinders to form paperclay
figurative sculptures. The
work is colourful and quirky,
using underglazes, onglazes
and mixed media. There is a
degree of control required
to making these delightful
exuberant figures.

Sabey, Jane
My ceramic work is often
described as narrative,
personal and figurative. I enjoy
conveying my ideas into a story
that will emphasize the various
emotions we as humans share.
Body language, the emotive
quality of gesture and posture
I find is immanently readable.
I see figuration containing an
implicit narrative to which I love
to explore with my own ideas.
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Shaw, Tim
Tim works primarily with glass
but will often incorporate other
materials into his artworks.
He exhibits nationally and
internationally, most recently in
Chicago and Palm Beach USA.
Tim has been invited to be an
Artist in Residence at the inaugural
Artist in Residency Program at the
Glass Furnace in Turkey in April
this year and will be exhibiting in
Istanbul and Vienna. His glass art is
inspired by the natural world.

Slape Phillips,
Margaret
Feline-inspired decorative oil
paintings. My body of paintings
pay homage to the exquisite
charismatic domestic cat and
his valuable place in society as
a companion animal. A cat is
never just a cat. I focus on their
personality, beauty, fluid lines
and shapes incorporated with
still life and patterns.

Tomkins, Dan

Walford, Angela

Reflecting the essence of place
is the inspiration behind this
series of landscape paintings.
Exploring both the natural and
built environment, the works
invite the viewer to engage
their own narrative, evoking
memories and stories of familiar
places seen in a fresh light.

In 1985 I graduated in Design
from SACAE and in 1999 I
studied ceramics at TAFE.
Since 1991 I have run my own
design and publicity business.
In 2015 I moved my clay studio
to Seppeltsfield - Jamfactory
Studios. In 2007 I launched my
online blog ‘angdesign.com.au’
journaling and documenting
my work practices. I designed
new forms, tiles that were
illustrative tabletops. Tile
shapes that intersected like
a jigsaw puzzle and formed
a basis for the hand painted
decoration.

Wagner, Ann
Spurgin, Marc
My vision is to evoke awe and
wonderment by breathing
new life into metal and
capturing its essence in a new
form. I challenge my mind
and physical spirit to create
sculptures both unique and
thought provoking.

Ann’s unique translation of the
world is captured on canvas
in works of wide appeal. With
the beauty of the Australian
coastline as her backdrop,
she captures why a day at
the beach remains such an
enduring part of Australia’s
lifestyle. Ann’s interesting use
colour, texture and glazing are
hallmarks of what has become
her signature style.

EVENT PLANNING
EVENT SERVICES
PHONE: 0411 502 223
Saint Ignatius Art Show styling
courtesy of Mia Gambranis of
Love Love Mia
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Whitney, John

Williams, Therese

The Everchanging Riverbank
Precinct. The banks of the River
Torrens and city skyline are
changing all the time with the
rapid rate of development. I see
my role as an artist to record
the world around us; both in
the big picture and also looking
at the smaller details, through
the personal touch of drawing.

I respond to my everyday life
by looking for the extraordinary
in the ordinary. Plants from my
garden and collections from
daily walks inspire the forms
and subject matter for the
ceramics and paintings which
are made in relationship to each
other. The interplay between
the ceramics and paintings
enable them to sit side by side
as one work.

Whittemore,
Rebecca
This Land is Not Your Land,
This is Our Land. These
photomontages were created
from photographs taken while
traveling across the USA,
and are inspired by the iconic
American protest song “This
Land is Your Land”, by Woody
Guthrie. As in the USA today,
these images appear to show
fractures spreading through
the country as Trump’s divisive
policies are implemented.

Wills, Laura
Laura Wills is an Adelaide
based visual artist. She has a
multidisciplinary practice and
a strong interest collaboration,
found materials and basing
projects on social/environmental
themes. She regularly exhibits
and has received numerous
grants, awards and residencies
in Australia and overseas.
Finalist in the SALA Advertiser
Contemporary Art Awards.
Laura is represented by Hill
Smith Gallery.
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Wojciak,
Elizabeth
My works continue my interest
in themes of the female form,
(self-) perception, and the
connection between figurative
and abstract/expressionist
painting. I enjoy exploring how
the feminine is represented
in art, often as mysterious,
however, I am more interested
in themes of masking or
concealing, not so much as
mystery but more so in terms
of obscurity…I ask myself, is the
obscure mysterious?

Proudly supporting
the Saint Ignatius
2017 Art Show

���� Kaltjiti Artist Profiles

Cameron,
Beverley
Mutuka -motor vehicles are an
essential part of outback life
on the APY Lands. Anangu
who live on homelands or
outstations depend on motor
vehicles to access these remote
places. Beverley Cameron
is from Fregon on the APY
Lands. An accomplished artist,
Beverley works from the Kaltjiti
Arts Centre in Fregon. Beverley
has three children.

Curley, Imitjala
Imitjala Curley is closely
connected with Walytjitjata
as it is her mother, Puni Puni’s
country. It is a small homeland
just over the Northern Territory
border about 46km north of
Kalka. Imitjala has said - Tjitji
tjuta, this is part of the Minyma
kututja Story of Walytjitjata.
Diana James recorded this
story in the Kaltjiti Arts Book,
Painting the Song.

The Minyma Kututja and her
husband had many children.
They travelled to Umutju (east
of Walytjitjata). The oldest
boy Wantama was homesick
for their birthplace, Kanpini,
near Waltjitjata. They told their
mother, “We’re going back
home with our brother.” The
mother sang a song to send
them away. At Umutju they
turned into stone and are still
there today.

Curley, Meredith
Inspired by traditional country
and culture, Meredith has
captured the vibrancy and
colour of the desert landscape
of the APY Lands. Depicted
through pattern and colour, a
topographical view of the flat
plains, dotted with wild flowers
and spinifex grass. Meredith
Curley is from Fregon, on the
APY Lands and works from the
Kaltjiti Arts Centre.

George, Mantuwa
Tjulpuntjupunpa is the
collective name given to the
indigenous wildflowers. Shades
of pink, purple, blue, yellow
and white flowers are scattered
across the landscape after the
rains and warm weather returns
after the winter. Poached egg
daisies (yellow and white),
pussytails (purple, pink) and
everlasting daisies (white,
yellow, blue) are a few of the
common varieties. Tiny but
tough flowers are well adapted
to the arid environment with
rounded shapes low to the
ground or long narrow shapes
with flowers at the tips, all
contribute to conserving
moisture Inspired by the rich
tradition of aboriginal culture,
and connection to country,
the desert landscape is a
constant source of inspiration
for artists. Spectacular and
ancient landforms, images of
the bush, and vibrant colours
are interpreted through
pattern and colour. This unique
place is the Pitjantjatjara/
Yankunytjatjara Lands in the far
north of South Australia.

Proudly supporting the
Saint Ignatius 2017 Art Show

Ph: (08) 8443 9500
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Lennon,
Manyitjanu
This is the story of many
mamungari’nya. This is my
grandfather’s, my mother,
aunty and uncles and sisters
country. As Manyitjanu
describes the country: This is
Mamungari’nya, the place is a
long way away. It is over the
other side of the sand dunes
past Tipilnga. The place where
many white trees are growing,
many white marble gums. The
place where women came
turned into the white marble
gums on the sand dune south
of Watarru; this is a tjukurpa
story. So this is Mamungari’nya
where lots of little gum saplings
and emu bush grow. This is
a place of claypans.’ This is
a women’s site southwest of
Watarru.

Maringka, Kathy

Michael, Kirsty

Desert wildflowers -known
collectively as Tjulpuntjulpunpa -is a theme Kathy
continues to explore, achieving
stunning and dramatic
effects. Her impressionistic
interpretation of the desert
wildflowers captures the
magnificent and vibrant
colours of the desert flora.
Following the contours of the
land, she expertly captures
the magnificent and vibrant
colours of the sandhill country
which surrounds the Kaltjiti
Community of Fregon on
the APY Land. Purple and
magenta parakeelya, pink
and blue everlasting daisies,
white and yellow daisies, lilac
and purple mulla mullas, blue
and purple swansonias are
the most prolific of the desert
wildflowers.

This painting creates a
topographical view of the
colours and landforms of the
desert landscape. Earthy,
yet vibrant colours reflect
the contours of the sandhills,
creeks that criss-cross the
country and wildflowers which
dot the landscape. Kirsty
Michael is from Fregon, on
the Anangu Pitjantjatjara/
Yankunytjatjara Lands, in the
far north of South Australia,
and works from the Kaltjiti Arts
Centre. Kirsty is married and
has one son.

Proudly supporting the

Saint Ignatius
2017 Art Show
2017 Branding & Design
courtesy of Duografik.
Call Michael Roxas
on 0402630420.
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Mumu, Carol
The women have gathered a
plentiful crop of kampurarpa,
desert raisins. They are stored
in the traditional carved oval,
wooden bowls called pitis. The
sticky, highly nutritious fruit
are yellow when ripe drying to
a chocolate brown colour with
a raisin like-texture. U shaped
symbol represents a woman
and the stick is a traditional
digging implement. Carol is a
young artist who works from
the Kaltjiti Arts Centre, Fregon
on the APY Lands.

Proudly supporting
the Saint Ignatius
2017 Art Show

Norris Nyukana,
Matjangka
Matjangka is famous for the
Minyma Mamu Inma in which
she portrays the monster
woman covered in white ash
jumping about on hot coals
with a large bright red mouth
yelping in pain and scaring
everyone. The dance of the
Monster Woman enacts
the journey of the Minyma
following her husband’s tracks
towards Watarru in the west
of the Anangu Pitjantjatjara/
Yankunytjatjara Lands. As she
was walking along she picked
up a stick and was dancing as
she went. She took the wrong
track and was in the path of
a big bushfire – Waru pulka
pitjanangka. A big bushfire
was coming towards her.
Matjangka was born at Victory
Downs Station, just on the
Northern Territory border,
north of Fregon. She moved to
Ernabella with her family when
she was a tjitji pulka (big girl)
and went to the mission school.
Matjangka is also a health
worker at the Fregon clinic
and works as an artist at the
Kaltjiti Arts Centre. Matjangka
(Nyukana) Norris is a finalist in
the 34th Telstra NATSIAA.

Roberts, Katrina
The country of Wingu Tingima,
Katrina’s paternal grandmother
Winguku ngura, country near
Wingellina. Katrina is from
Nyapri on the APY Lands. Her
mother’s country is Shirley
Well, close to Fregon. Both
Katrina and her mother work
from the Kaltjiti Art Centre.
Katrina was born near Kalka
and Pipalyatjara in the far west
of the APY Lands. She went
to school at Murpurtja, the
school that serviced the two
communities of Nyapari and
Kanypi. In 2014 Katrina moved
to Fregon with her mother
Rachael Stevens. When she
finished school, she began
painting. Her nana, artist Eileen
Stevens, told her stories and
was an important influence on
her interest in painting. Piltati,
the water serpent dreaming
story near Nyapari and Kanypi
and malu tjukurpa form
Pipalyatjara are two stories also
painted by Katrina.

Proudly supporting
the Saint Ignatius
2017 Art Show
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Smith, Collianne
Four ladies sitting at the
waterhole after gathering
bushfoods. Kampurarpa are
a sticky, highly nutritious
fruit. They are yellow when
ripe drying to a chocolate
brown colour with a raisin
like-texture. Collianne Smith
is from Fregon, on the APY
Lands, in the far north of South
Australia, and works from the
Kaltjiti Arts Centre.

Smith, Tjunkaya
(Pollyanne)
At this place where many
marble gums grow and there
are many sand dunes and
lying here amongst the white
marble gums is a large pool
of beautiful fresh water. Like
a claypan after the rain, the
deep hole is filled with healing
water after the rain. ‘The place
Mamungari’nya is a long way
away. It is over the other side of
the sand dunes past Tipilnga.

The place where many white
trees are growing, many white
marble gums. The place where
women turned into the white
marble gums on the sand
dune south of Watarru; this
is a tjukurpa story. So this is
Mamungari’nya where lots of
little gum saplings and emu
bush grow. This is a place of
claypans.’ This is a women’s site
south west of Watarru.’

Parker, Rebecca

dune south of Watarru; this
is a tjukurpa story. So this is
Mamungari’nya where lots of
little gum saplings and emu
bush grow. This is a place of
claypans.’ This is a women’s
site south west of Watarru.’

Stevens, Carol
Carol and her mother, Beverley
Cameron, are artist members
of the Kaltjiti Art Centre,
at Fregon. Here Carol has
been guided by her mother
in painting the story of the
Minyma Kutjara - Two women.
The Dreaming track of the
Kungka Kutjara -two women,
who travelled from Puka in
the Mann Ranges to Katartitja
north of Uluru, then to Parntu
(Lake Amadeus) to Ulpunyali
near Kings Canyon, and then
to the waterhole at Alice
Springs. They now live in
the waterhole. This is a very
significant Women’s Dreaming
track linking Pitjantjatjara,
Yankunytjatjara and Arrernte
women’s country and law.
Carol is from Fregon in the APY
Lands, far North West of South
Australia. An emerging artist,
she works from the Kaltjiti Arts
Centre. Carol is married with
one daughter.
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Stevens Yaritji,
Rachael

Tunkin, Celena

����
ARTIST
WORKS
Conditions of Purchase
Saint Ignatius’ College does not give warranty
on any items purchased. All items shall be at the
risk of the purchaser.
Payments may be made by cash, EFTPOS,
MasterCard or Visa.
All sales are final and there will be no exchange
or refund on any item.

All artwork purchased must be collected from
the venue from 4pm on Sunday 13 August 2017.
Items that are not collected will be stored
at the risk of the purchaser.
Disclaimer: While the Saint Ignatius 2017 Art
Show Committee has endeavoured to provide
correct information in the preparation of this
catalogue, we cannot guarantee complete
accuracy of the material which has been
supplied for publication.

���� Artist Works
Altschwager,
Pamela
1	Queen of Roses
Mixed acrylic • $680
2
Monsterious
Mixed acrylic • $680
3
Seize the Daisy
Mixed acrylic • $680
4
Friends’ Faces
Mixed acrylic • $680

Ayliffe, Nicole
5	Optical Landscape
engraved Leaf
Hot blown glass • $1,850
6	Optical Landscape
engraved Autumn Leaves
Hot blown glass • $1,250
7	Optical Landscape
engraved Monstera
Hot blown glass • $1,250
8
Posy Vase 1
Hot blown glass • $340
9
Posy Vase 2
Hot blown glass • $340
10 Posy Vase 3
Hot blown glass • $340

Barker, Elodie
11
Hugh
	Raku Clay, Underglaze
Pigment, Glaze, Porcelain
• $1,250
12 Winston
	Raku Clay, Underglaze
Pigment, Glaze, Porcelain
• $750
13 Nelson
	Raku Clay, Underglaze
Pigment, Glaze, Porcelain
• $600
14 William
	Raku Clay, Underglaze
Pigment, Glaze, Porcelain
• $1,100

15 Harry
	Raku Clay, Underglaze
Pigment, Glaze, Porcelain
• $1,100
16 Edgar
	Raku Clay, Underglaze
Pigment, Glaze, Porcelain
• $560
17 Franklin
	Raku Clay, Underglaze
Pigment, Glaze, Porcelain
• $950
18 Bentley
	Raku Clay, Underglaze
Pigment, Glaze, Porcelain
• $950
19 Patch
	Raku Clay, Underglaze
Pigment, Glaze, Porcelain
• $1,100
20 Willow
	Raku Clay, Underglaze
Pigment, Glaze, Porcelain
• $1,000

Barr, Mike
21	Adelaide Arcade
Oil • $495
22	Franklin to Flinders
Oil • $495
23	Lest we Forget
Oil • $495
24	Caught in the Rain
Oil • $495
25	Waymouth Weather
Oil • $495
26	Parliament House King William
Oil • $495
27	Evening Mystery
Oil • $6,500
28	Market Day Grote Street
Oil • $3,950
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Barr, Tina
29	Hallett Cove
Acrylic • $195
30 The Bluff
Acrylic • $195
31 Ayres Rock
Acrylic • $195
32 Ayres Rock Atmosphere
Acrylic • $195
33 Goolwa Bridge
Acrylic • $195
34 Port Willunga
Acrylic • $195
35 The Sea
Acrylic • $195
36 Middleton
Acrylic • $195
37 Victor
Acrylic • $195
38 The Bridge
Acrylic • $195
39 Cricket
Acrylic • $195
40 The Crows
Acrylic • $195
41 Goolwa
Acrylic • $195
42 Yachts in the Harbour
Acrylic • $195

Bell, Nerida
43	Holdall of Introspection
Porcelain paper clay,
coloured slips • $250
44	Silhouette Tracery
Porcelain paper clay,
coloured slips • $320
45	Textural Meet and Greet
Porcelain paper clay,
coloured slips, glaze • $160
46	My Girls Lollipop
Porcelain paper clay,
coloured slips and stains,
glaze • $240
47	Urn and Saviour
Porcelain paper clay • $270
48	Y-line
Porcelain paper clay,
coloured slips, glaze • $200

���� Artist Works
49	Where’s the rest of my
Tea Set? Oh …It’s in the
Sandpit
	Porcelain paper clay,
coloured slips, ceramic
pencil, glaze • $150
50 Connect
	Porcelain paper clay,
coloured slips, ceramic
pencil, glaze • $110
51 Assemblage
	Porcelain paper clay,
coloured slips, ceramic
pencil, glaze • $85
52 Medley
	Porcelain paper clay,
coloured slips, glaze • $55

Black, Angela
53	Small Observations III
Graphite on watercolour
paper • $480
54	Small Observations IV
Graphite on watercolour
paper • $480
55	Small Observations V
Graphite on watercolour
paper • $480

Boettcher, Sue
56	A predisposed obsession
	
Found object, Air-dryed
clay and sealer • $1,200
57	Mr and Mrs Finchhatton
Found object, Air-dryed
clay and sealer • $650
58 Mrs Elliott
	Found object, Air-dryed
clay and sealer • $350
59 Collage 1
	Found object, Air-dryed
clay and sealer • $180
60	Collage 2
Found object, Air-dryed
clay and sealer • $180
61 Collage 3
	Framed photo collage
• $180

62 Collage 4
	Framed photo collage
• $180
63 Collage 5
	Framed photo collage
• $180
64 Collage 6
	Framed photo collage
• $180

Butler, Liz
65	Walk a Fine Line 1
Monoprint from rusted
steel plate, inks • $1,265
66	Walk a Fine Line 2
Monoprint from rusted
steel plate, inks • $1,265
67	Walk a Fine Line 3
Monoprint from rusted
steel plate, inks • $1,265
68	Unearthed 2
	Monoprint from rusted
steel plate, inks • $760
69 Unearthed 3
	Monoprint from rusted
steel plate, inks • $760

Button, Cathy
70	Musical Expression I
Stirling Silver • $160
71	Musical Expression 2
Stirling Silver • $160
72 Musical Expression 3
Stirling Silver • $160
73	Musical Expression 3
Stirling Silver • $160
74 PSI Symbols
Stirling Silver • $145
75 Little Details
Stirling Silver • $145
76 Hearts or Spades
Stirling Silver • $155
77	Moving Stickpins
Stirling Silver • $110
78	Moving Stickpins
Stirling Silver • $110
79 Moving Stickpins
Stirling Silver • $110

80	Block Bracelet - Small
Stirling Silver • $45
81	Block Bracelet - Large
Stirling Silver • $140
82	Nobel Face Pendant
Stirling Silver • $40
83 Fused Pendant
Stirling Silver • $120
84	Fused Earrings
Stirling Silver • $65
85	Arrow Tip Pendant
Stirling Silver • $70

Clark, Sonja
86	Pearl net bangles
Orthodontic steel,
freshwater pearls • $170
87	Pearl net bangles
Orthodontic steel,
freshwater pearls • $170
88	Pearl net bangles
Orthodontic steel,
freshwater pearls • $170
89	Pearl net bangles
Orthodontic steel,
freshwater pearls • $170
90	Pearl net bangles
Orthodontic steel,
freshwater pearls • $170
91	Pearl net bangles
Orthodontic steel,
freshwater pearls • $170
92	Pearl net bangles
Orthodontic steel,
freshwater pearls • $170
93	Pearl net bangles
Orthodontic steel,
freshwater pearls • $170
94	Pearl net bangles
Orthodontic steel,
freshwater pearls • $170
95	Pearl net bangles
Orthodontic steel,
freshwater pearls • $170
96	Pearl net bangles
Orthodontic steel,
freshwater pearls • $170
97	Pearl net bangles
Orthodontic steel,
freshwater pearls • $170
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98	Pearl net bangles
Orthodontic steel,
freshwater pearls • $170
99	Pearl net bangles
Orthodontic steel,
freshwater pearls • $170
100	Pearl net bangles
Orthodontic steel,
freshwater pearls • $170
101	Wave rock and
barnacle ring
Sterling silver 9ct rose
gold • $280
102	Wave rock and
barnacle ring
Sterling silver 9ct rose
gold • $280
103	Wave rock and
pearl ring
Sterling silver, black
akoya pearl • $220
104	Seaweed ring #1
Sterling silver, black
akoya pearls • $250
105	Seaweed ring #2
Sterling silver, black
akoya pearls • $600
106	Seaweed ring #3
Sterling silver, natural
gemstones • $750
107	Barnacle bangles
Natural gemstones,
orthodontic steel • $200
108	Barnacle bangles
Natural gemstones,
orthodontic steel • $200
109	Barnacle bangles
Natural gemstones,
orthodontic steel • $200
110	Barnacle bangles
Natural gemstones,
orthodontic steel • $200
111	Barnacle bangles
Natural gemstones,
orthodontic steel • $200
112	Barnacle bangles
Natural gemstones,
orthodontic steel • $200
113	String of pearls
Frosted onyx • $90
114	String of pearls
Frosted onyx • $90
115	String of pearls
Frosted onyx • $90

116	String of pearls
Frosted onyx • $90
117	String of pearls
Frosted onyx • $90
118	String of pearls
Frosted onyx • $90
119	String of pearls
Frosted onyx • $90
120	String of pearls
Frosted onyx • $90
121	String of pearls
Frosted onyx • $90
122	String of pearls
Frosted onyx • $90
123	Ocean strand
A grade lapis lazuli • $275
124	Ocean strand
A grade lapis lazuli • $275
125	Ocean strand
A grade lapis lazuli • $275

Cooper, Melanie
126 Yellow
Ink and Pencil on card • $200
127	Lady One-Eye
Mixed media on card • $150
128	Our Lady Wakes
Mixed media on card • $150

Danby, Lyndy
129	Earrings - Large Abstract
Up-cycled Aluminium • $50
130	Earrings - 2x Cone
Up-cycled Aluminium • $35
131	Earrings - Leaf Up-cycled
Aluminium • $30
132	Earrings - 1x Spiral
Up-cycled Aluminium • $30
133	Earrings - 3x Cone (pinks)
Up-cycled Aluminium • $45
134	Earrings - Serious Books
Up-cycled Aluminium • $40
135	Earrings - Spiral
Up-cycled Aluminium • $30
136	Brooch - Square Twist
(red-letter)
Up-cycled Aluminium • $30
137	Brooch - Golden Books
Up-cycled Aluminium • $60
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138	Earrings - 3x Cone (green)
Up-cycled Aluminium • $40
139	Earrings - Square Twist
(blue)
Up-cycled Aluminium • $30
140	Pendant - Rolling pin
Up-cycled Aluminium • $60
141	Brooch - Early Sunset
Up-cycled Aluminium • $55
142	Pendant - Evening Read
Up-cycled Aluminium • $60
143	Earrings - Square Twist
(gold)
	Up-cycled Aluminium • $30
144	Earrings - Pleat.long (rust)
Up-cycled Aluminium • $40
145	Earrings - Pleat.long
(green letter)
Up-cycled Aluminium • $40
146	Earrings - 2x Twist
Up-cycled Aluminium • $40
147	Earrings - Electric Books
Up-cycled Aluminium • $45
148	Earrings - 1x Twist
Up-cycled Aluminium • $25

Darling, Juniper
149	Delhi Dog 1
	Mixed media sculpture
• $600
150	Delhi Dog 2
	Mixed media sculpture
• $600
151	Delhi Dog 3
Mixed media sculpture
• $600
152	Delhi Dog 4
Framed photography and
mixed media • $550
153	Delhi Dog 5
Framed photography and
mixed media • $550
154 Delhi Dog 6
	Framed photography and
mixed media • $550
155	Delhi Dog 7
Framed photography and
mixed media • $550

���� Artist Works
Diakomichalis,
Rhonda
156	The Tourist
Oil on canvas • $600
157	House on the Hill
Oil paint and Encaustic
wax • $500
158	In Flight
Carborundum, chine colle,
dry point and gold leaf
• $260
159	Burnt Dragonfly
Linocut • $460
160	Red Dragonfly
Carborundum, chine colle
and dry point • $260
161	A Being
Linocut • $350
162	Chaos of Life
Linocut • $350
163	Mixed Up
Linocut • $350
164	Country Creek
Linocut • $550
165	Recycled Dragonfly
Carborundum, chine colle
and dry point • $600

Diakos, Sarina
166	Flying By
Acrylic on Canvas • $1,800
167 Blue Jam
Acrylic on Canvas • $1,800

Dobson, Mirjana
168	A Naturally Artificial
World - a
	Slipcast stoneware, horse
hair • $180
169	A Naturally Artificial
World - b
Slipcast stoneware, slip
• $190
170	A Naturally Artificial
World - c
	Slipcast stoneware, slip,
glaze, organic matter
• $230

171	A Naturally Artificial
World - d
Slipcast stoneware, slip,
glaze, organic matter
• $310
172	A Naturally Artificial
World - e
	Slipcast stoneware, slip,
glaze, nylon • $260
173	A Naturally Artificial
World - f
Slipcast stoneware • $220
174	A Naturally Artificial
World - g
Slipcast stoneware, slip,
glaze, nylon • $380
175	A Naturally Artificial
World - h
	Slipcast stoneware, slip,
glaze, leather, organic
matter • $430
176	A Naturally Artificial
World - i, Petri Collection
Slipcast stoneware, slip,
glaze, leather, nylon, glass
• $840
177	A Naturally Artificial
World - j
	Slipcast stoneware, slip,
glaze • $280
178	A Naturally Artificial
World - k
Slipcast stoneware, slip,
glaze • $280
179	A Naturally Artificial
World - l
Slipcast stoneware, slip,
glaze, nylon • $320
180	A Naturally Artificial
World - m
Slipcast stoneware, slip,
glaze, leather • $220
181	A Naturally Artificial
World - n
	Slipcast stoneware, slip,
glaze • $190
182	A Naturally Artificial
World - o
	Slipcast stoneware, slip,
glaze, nylon • $210

Dodd, Peter
183	The Beehive Corner no 1
Pen and watercolour on
paper • $490
184	The Beehive Corner no 2
Pen and watercolour on
paper • $390
185	Marine Terraces, Grange
Pen and watercolour on
paper • $390
186	The Adelaide Arcade
Pen and watercolour on
paper • $390
187	Rosina Lane
Pen and watercolour on
paper • $320
188	The Maritime Museum
Port Adelaide
	Pen and watercolour on
paper • $310
189	The Queen’s Theatre
Adelaide
	Pen and watercolour on
paper • $310

Duffy, Colleen
190	Favourite Fish
Oil on Canvas • $450
191	Quinces and Walnuts
Oil on Canvas • $450
192	Pomegranates and
Walnuts
Oil on Canvas • $450
193	A Glass of Wine with Fruit
	Oil on Canvas • $490
194	Persimmons and Limes
Oil on Canvas • $350
195	Pears
Oil on Canvas • $350
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Durant, Cindy

Everuss, Trena

196 	Ocean
Kiln formed glass, texturally
printed • $1,800
197	Bowl of Rain 2
Kiln formed and lamp
worked glass. Acrylic
upright stand included
• $2,200
198	Urchin & Seagrass Lace 1
	Kiln formed glass, texturally
printed • $1,100
199	Urchin & Seagrass Lace 2
Kiln formed glass, texturally
printed • $1,100
200	Urchin Bowl
Kiln formed and lamp
worked glass. Acrylic
upright stand included
• $850

210	Shop and Food Cart, Bali
	Pastel on arches paper
• $1,950
211	Pink Food Cart, Bali
	Pastel on arches paper
• $1,950
212	Empty Village House, Fiji
	Pastel on arches paper
• $1,950
213	Roadside House, Fiji 3
	Pastel on arches paper
• $1,950
214	Roadside House, Fiji 2
	Pastel on arches paper
• $1,950

Eakins, Sylvia
201	Botanical Threads I
	Mixed media on linen
• $820
202	Botanical Threads II
	Mixed media on linen
• $820
203	Substratum
Mixed media on linen
• $820
204	Concept of Change
	Mixed media on linen
• $920
205	Avenue of Trees - Paris
	Mixed media on canvas
• $980
206	Hark said the Lark on This
Clear Bright Day
Oil on canvas • $1,350

Emerson, Robert
207	Ember
	Acrylic on canvas • $3,500
208	Radiata
	Acrylic on canvas • $3,500
209	Menagerie
	Acrylic on canvas • $3,500

George, Jonathan
215	Shellthing I
Plywood • $300
216	Shellthing 2
Plywood • $300
217	Shellthing 3
Plywood • $300
218	Shellthing 4
Plywood • $300
219	Shellthing 5
Plywood • $300

Goldsmith, Sally
220	Prickly Brooch 1
Sterling silver (oxidised),
pearls • $360
221	Prickly Brooch 2
Sterling silver (oxidised)
• $280
222	Prickly Brooch 3
Sterling silver (oxidised)
• $360
223	Prickly Brooch 4
Sterling silver (oxidised)
• $360
224 Butterfly Brooch
	Sterling silver (oxidised)
• $330
225	Prickly Brooch 6
Sterling silver (oxidised)
• $360
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226	Prickly Brooch 7
Sterling silver (oxidised)
• $330
227	Prickly Necklace
	Sterling silver (oxidised)
• $330

Greet, Jane
228	Chinese Ceramics
	Acrylic on canvas • $590
229	Exotic Fruit Melange with
Lace Cloth
	Acrylic on canvas • $590

Griffin, Frances
230	Knot
	Balsa, charcoal, waterbased media on pine
• $490
231 Snag
	Balsa and mixed media
on pine • $490
232 Whorl
	Balsa and mixed media
on pine • $490
233 Strata
	Mixed media on cardboard
• $490
234 Fleck
	Balsa, watercolour &
pyrography on pine • $490

2017
Featured
Artist

Heinrich, Sally
235	Papa Sky
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $1,300
236	Papa Sky (Gilcee print
limited edition 1)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $350
Framed • $500

���� Artist Works
237	Papa Sky (Gilcee print
limited edition 2)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $350
Framed • $500
238	Papa Sky (Gilcee print
limited edition 3)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $350
Framed • $500
239	Papa Sky (Gilcee print
limited edition 4)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $350
Framed • $500
240	Papa Sky (Gilcee print
limited edition 5)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $350
Framed • $500
241	In the Night
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $1,200
242	In the Night (Gilcee print
edition 1)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
243	In the Night (Gilcee print
edition 1)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
244	In the Night (Gilcee print
edition 1)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
245	In the Night (Gilcee print
edition 1)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
246	In the Night (Gilcee print
edition 1)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
247	In the Night (Gilcee print
edition 1)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450

248	In the Night (Gilcee print
edition 1)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
249	In the Night (Gilcee print
edition 1)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
250	In the Night (Gilcee print
edition 1)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
251	In the Night (Gilcee print
edition 1)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
252	The Forest Fell Silent
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $1,200
253	The Forest Fell Silent
(edition 1)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
254	The Forest Fell Silent
(edition 2)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
255	The Forest Fell Silent
(edition 3)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
256	The Forest Fell Silent
(edition 4)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
257	The Forest Fell Silent
(edition 5)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
258	The Forest Fell Silent
(edition 6)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450

259	The Forest Fell Silent
(edition 7)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
260	The Forest Fell Silent
(edition 8)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
261	The Forest Fell Silent
(edition 9)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
262	The Forest Fell Silent
(edition 10)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $300
Framed • $450
263	Ocean of Cloud
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $600
264	Ocean of Cloud (edition 1)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
265	Ocean of Cloud (edition 2)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
266	Ocean of Cloud (edition 3)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
267	Ocean of Cloud (edition 4)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
268	Ocean of Cloud (edition 5)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
269	Ocean of Cloud (edition 6)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
270	Ocean of Cloud (edition 7)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
271	Ocean of Cloud (edition 8)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
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272	Ocean of Cloud (edition 9)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
273	Ocean of Cloud (edition 10)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
274	Where Earth Meet Sky
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $600
275	Where Earth Meet Sky
(edition 1)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
276	Where Earth Meet Sky
(edition 2)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
277	Where Earth Meet Sky
(edition 3)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
278	Where Earth Meet Sky
(edition 4)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
279	Where Earth Meet Sky
(edition 5)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
280	Where Earth Meet Sky
(edition 6)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
281	Where Earth Meet Sky
(edition 7)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
282	Where Earth Meet Sky
(edition 8)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
283	Where Earth Meet Sky
(edition 9)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250

284	Where Earth Meet Sky
(edition 10)
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
285 Eventide
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $600
286	Eventide (edition 1)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
287	Eventide (edition 2)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
288	Eventide (edition 3)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
289	Eventide (edition 4)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
290	Eventide (edition 5)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
291	Eventide (edition 6)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
292	Eventide (edition 7)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
293	Eventide (edition 8)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
294	Eventide (edition 9)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
295	Eventide (edition 10)
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $150
Framed • $250
296 Scooping
	Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $275
297	Scrunching and Sculpting
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $275
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298	Elemental 2 (Prayer flags)
Hand coloured lino print
• $180
299	Sky
	Hand coloured lino print
• $110
300	Air
	Hand coloured lino print
• $110
301 Fire
	Hand coloured lino print
• $110
302	Earth
	Hand coloured lino print
• $110
303 Clouds Over Ladakh
	Hand coloured lino print
• $350
304	Sky Fragments
Watercolour and graphite
pencil • $70

Howlett, Elizabeth
305	The Blue Orchid
Oil on Canvas • $600
306	Magnolia Bloom
Oil on Canvas • $600
307	The Purple Peony
Oil on Canvas • $600
308	Regal Rose
Oil on Canvas • $540
309	He Loves Me
Oil on Canvas • $540

Khor, Emmeline
310 Emotion
Oil on linen • $890
311	Evoke
Oil on linen • $890
312 Enlighten
Oil on linen • $1,450
313 A Pair of Pomegranates
Oil on linen • $350
314	Angel Wings
Oil on linen • $1,450

���� Artist Works
Kingdon, Marlene
315	Savage Colour Cerulean Field
Oil on Belgian Linen
• $2,500
316	Savage Colour - Blue
Turquoise Slash
Oil on Aluminium • $1,500
317	Savage Colour - Green
with Magenta Stripe
Oil on Canvas • $1,500

Lacey, John
318	The Other Side of
Yesterday
Mixed media on Canvas
• $3,900
319	Morning Greys
Oil on Board • $850
320 Along the Bank
Oil on Board • $850
321	Through the Mist 1
Oil on Board • $850
322	Through the Mist 2
Oil on Board • $850
323	Not Now But Then
Oil on Board • $850
324	Yesterdays Silence
Oil on Board • $850

Lane, Janice
325	Mobile Memories I
Mixed media on found
china plate • $120
326	Mobile Memories II
Mixed media on found
china plate • $120
327	Mobile Memories III
Mixed media on found
china plate • $120
328	Mobile Memories IV
Mixed media on found
china plate • $120
329	Mobile Memories V
Mixed media on found
china plate • $120

330	Mobile Memories VI
Mixed media on found
china plate • $120
331	Mobile Memories VII
Mixed media on found
china plate • $120

Lee, Linda

Lapsys, Annabel
332 Smooth ride
	Acrylic on canvas (framed
in Tasmanian Oak) •
$1,400
333	Funnell of Love
Acrylic on canvas (framed
in Tasmanian Oak) • $1,150
334	High Tide
Acrylic on canvas (framed
in Tasmanian Oak) • $1,100
335	 Maybe baby
	Acrylic on canvas (framed
in Tasmanian Oak) • $480
336 High Jingo
	Acrylic on canvas (framed
in Tasmanian Oak) • $480

Laundy, Greta
337 Tree
Oil on canvas • $510
338	Peak I
Oil on canvas • $510
339 Peak II
Oil on canvas • $360
340	Post Colonial Landscape
Oil on canvas • $1,950
341 	Gully
Oil on canvas • $730
342 Range
Oil on canvas • $730
343 Peak III
Oil on canvas • $420
344 Flinders Walk (I)
Oil on canvas • $1,200
345 Flinders Walk (II)
Oil on canvas • $1,200
346 Flinders Walk (III)
Oil on canvas • $1,200
347 Willow Springs
Oil on canvas • $1,200

348	Girl + Sheep
Oil and acrylic on canvas
• $1,200
349 Muse
Oil on canvas • 950
350	Duplicity
Oil on canvas • $450
351	Masquerade
	Oil, acrylic + mixed media
on canvas • $450

Little, Heather
352	Celtic Generation
Acrylic on canvas • $1,950
353	Warrior Princess
Acrylic on canvas • $1,600
354	Nordic Seven Ninety
Acrylic on canvas • $1,400

Lockery, Suzie
355	Interwoven, 2017
Acrylic on Canvas • $760
356 Monstera & Matisse, 2016		
	Linocut, hand-colouring
on paper • $140
357 Monstera & Matisse, 2016
	Linocut, hand-colouring
on paper • $140
358 Monstera & Matisse, 2016
	Linocut, hand-colouring
on paper • $140
359 Monstera & Matisse, 2016
	Linocut, hand-colouring
on paper • $140
360 Monstera & Matisse, 2016
	Linocut, hand-colouring
on paper • $140
361 Monstera & Matisse, 2016
	Linocut, hand-colouring
on paper • $140
362 Monstera & Matisse, 2016
	Linocut, hand-colouring
on paper • $140
363	Monstera & Matisse, 2016
	Linocut, hand-colouring
on paper • $140
364 Monstera & Matisse, 2016
	Linocut, hand-colouring
on paper • $140
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365 Monstera & Matisse, 2016
	Linocut, hand-colouring on
paper • $140
366 	Monstera & Matisse, 2016
(Framed) Linocut, handcolouring on paper • $240
367	Elephant Ear, 2017
Linocut, hand-colouring on
paper • $140
368	Elephant Ear, 2017
Linocut, hand-colouring on
paper • $140
369 Elephant Ear, 2
 017
	Linocut, hand-colouring on
paper • $140
370 Elephant Ear, 2017		
	Linocut, hand-colouring on
paper • $140
371	Elephant Ear, 2017
Linocut, hand-colouring on
paper • $140
372	 Elephant Ear, 2017
	Linocut, hand-colouring on
paper • $140
373	Elephant Ear, 2017
Linocut, hand-colouring on
paper • $140
374	Elephant Ear, 2017
Linocut, hand-colouring on
paper • $140
375	Elephant Ear, 2017
Linocut, hand-colouring on
paper • $140
376	Elephant Ear, 2017
Linocut, hand-colouring on
paper • $140
377	Elephant Ear, 2017
Linocut, hand-colouring on
paper • $140
378	Elephant Ear, 2017
Linocut, hand-colouring on
paper • $140
379	Elephant Ear, 2017
Linocut, hand-colouring on
paper • $140
380	Elephant Ear, 2017
Linocut, hand-colouring on
paper • $140
381	Elephant Ear, 2017
Linocut, hand-colouring on
paper • $140
382	Elephant Ear, 2017
(Framed) Linocut, handcolouring on paper • $240

Losada, Lisa
383	Solitude Study
Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $140
384	Solitude Study
	Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $140
385	Solitude Study
	Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $140
386	Solitude Study
	Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $140
387	Solitude Study
	Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $140
388	Solitude Study
	Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $140
389	Solitude Study
	Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $140
390	Solitude Study
	Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $140
391	Solitude Study
	Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $140
392	Solitude Study
	Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $140
393	Solitude Study
	Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $140
394	Solitude Study
	Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $140
395	Solitude Study
	Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $140
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396	Solitude Study
	Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $140
397	Solitude Study
	Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $140
398	Silence is Good For You
Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $1,200
399	Winter Valley (triptych)
Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $420
400	Storm Front (triptych)
Oil and enamel paint on
paper, mounted on board
• $420

Main, Alison
401	Moon Passage 1
Paste, water colour,
archival pigment pen on
Arches paper • $650
402	Moon Passage 2
Paste, water colour,
archival pigment pen on
Arches paper • $650
403	Moon Passage 3
Paste, water colour,
archival pigment pen on
Arches paper • $650
404	Moon Passage 4
Paste, water colour,
archival pigment pen on
Arches paper • $650

Marsh, Andrew
405	Free Standing Wind Chimes
Steel and Aluminium
• $2,750

���� Artist Works
Martinsen, Kirsty
406	Anita
	Watercolour on Paper
• $400
407 Ellen
Watercolour on Paper
• $400
408 	Brett
Watercolour on Paper
• $400
409 PJ
	Watercolour on Paper
• private collection
410	Amanda
Watercolour on Paper
• $400
411 Meg
Watercolour on Paper
• $400
412 Anita
Watercolour on paper
• $400

McDonald, Sarah
413	Peonie 1
Oil on Canvas • $690
414	Peonie 2
Oil on Canvas • $690
415	Peonie 3
Oil on Canvas • $690
416	Posie 1
Oil on Canvas • $690
417	Posie 2
Oil on Canvas • $690
418	Posie 3
Oil on Canvas • $690
419 Native Posie
Oil on Canvas • $1,290

McEwan, Rebecca
420	Anigozanthus no. 1
Pencil, pastel, gouache, oil,
encaustic wax on plywood
• $380
421	Eucalyptus macrocarpa
no. 1
Pencil, pastel, gouache, oil,
encaustic wax on plywood
• $380

422	Eucalyptus macrocarpa
no. 2
	Pencil, pastel, gouache, oil,
encaustic wax on plywood
• $380
423	Hakea
	Pencil, pastel, gouache, oil,
encaustic wax on plywood
• $380
424	Leucadendron
Pencil, pastel, gouache, oil,
encaustic wax on plywood
• $380
425	Anigozanthus no. 2
Pencil, pastel, gouache, oil,
encaustic wax on plywood
• $380
426 Boronia
	Pencil, pastel, gouache, oil,
encaustic wax on plywood
• $380
427	Correa
Pencil, pastel, gouache, oil,
encaustic wax on plywood
• $380

Morgenstern,
Monika
429 Corona, 2017
	Digital Image on
Photographic Paper • $600
430 Blush, 2017
	Digital Image on
Photographic Paper • $600
431 Daybreak, 2017
	Digital Image on
Photographic Paper • $600
432 Glint, 2017
	Digital Image on
Photographic Paper • $600
433 Afterglow, 2017
	Digital Image on
Photographic Paper
• $1,800

Moy, Maggie
434	Sentinent Cup
Handbuilt ceramics • $85
435	What’s for Dinner Mum?
Handbuilt ceramics and
found plate • $180
436	Potsherd - It is a
paperweight ?
Found ceramics, epoxy
putty • $90
437	Sunday Roast Serving
Dish - Woodside
Found ceramics, epoxy
putty • $300
438	Oh No! It was my
favourite plate
Found ceramics, epoxy
putty • $150

Moyle, Sonya
439	A Sense of Place - A
Hand built porcelain,
under-glaze pencils and
engobe washes • $390
440	A Sense of Place - B
Hand built porcelain,
under-glaze pencils and
engobe washes • $260
441	A Sense of Place - C
Hand built porcelain,
under-glaze pencils and
engobe washes • $220
442	A Sense of Place - D
Hand built porcelain,
under-glaze pencils and
engobe washes • $390
443	A Sense of Place - E
Hand built porcelain,
under-glaze pencils and
engobe washes • $320
444	A Sense of Place - F
Hand built porcelain,
under-glaze pencils and
engobe washes • $390
445	A Sense of Place - G
Hand built porcelain,
under-glaze pencils and
engobe washes • $150
446	A Sense of Place - H
Hand built porcelain,
under-glaze pencils and
engobe washes • $390
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447	A Sense of Place - I
Hand built porcelain,
under-glaze pencils and
engobe washes • $390
448	A Sense of Place - J
Hand built porcelain,
under-glaze pencils and
engobe washes • $390
449	A Sense of Place - K
Hand built porcelain,
under-glaze pencils and
engobe washes • $170
450	A Sense of Place - L
Hand built porcelain,
under-glaze pencils and
engobe washes • $390
451	A Sense of Place - M
Hand built porcelain,
under-glaze pencils and
engobe washes • $170

Parish, Andrew

Richards, Pauline

457	Monsterea Leaf, Large
Steel • $900
458	Monsterea Leaf, Small
Steel • $600
459	Plane Leaf, Large
Steel • $1,200
460 Bird Bath
Steel • $2,100
461	Integrity, Large
Vintage ship chain • $2,400
462	Unification, Medium
Vintage ship chain • $3,000
463 Kangaroo
Steel • $250

474	Birds with Attitude
Oil on canvas • $1,670
475	Five Magpies
Oil on canvas • $450
476	Ibis Gathering
Oil on canvas • $1,670
477	The Young Ones
Oil on canvas • $550

Nydegger, Natasha

464	Backyard Sunset III
Oil on canvas • $2,100
465	Backyard Sunset I
Oil on canvas • $1,100
As a pair • $2,000
466	Backyard Sunset II
Oil on canvas • $1,100
As a pair • $2,000
467	Backyard Sunset Study I
Oil on board • $240
As a pair • $450
468	Backyard Sunset Study II
Oil on board • $240
As a pair • $450
469	Backyard Sunset Study III
Oil on canvas • $250

452 Strive 2
Bronze • $2,000
453	Misty Copeland
Bronze • $2,100
454	Leap of Faith
Bronze • $6,000

Parham, Judy
455	A Farmers Friend
Hand stitching, cotton
thread and muslin on
hessian • $350
456	Spirit of Country
Hand stitching, cotton
thread, muslin found
feather on hessian • $300

Poulson, Joanna

Richards, Malcolm
470 July
Oil on Canvas • $650
471	Toward a Lighter Heat
Oil on Canvas • $1,000
472	Whiting Fillets
Oil on Canvas • $500
473	Orangina!
Oil on Canvas • $400
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Rolevink, Judith
478	The Yellow Gown
S/W paperclay, underglazes,
sealer, epoxy, steel • $1,200
479	Bikini
S/W clay, underglaze print,
onglazes • $1,200
480	Black Dress
Terracotta clay, underglazes,
onglazes, mixed media
• $1,200
481	The Blue Jumpsuit
S/W paperclay, underglazes,
sealer, epoxy, steel • $1,200
482 Red
	S/W paperclay, underglazes,
onglazes, acrylic, sealer,
epoxy, hardwood • $1,200
483 Offering
S/W paperclay, underglazes,
acrylic, kinsugi, epoxy, steel
• $1,200
484	Black and Red Dress
S/W paperclay, underglazes,
acrylic, sealer, kinsugi, mixed
media, epoxy, plaster, steel
• $1,200

Ross, Tricia
485	Liminal (Objects in Flux #1)
Oil on canvas • $2,200
486	Liminal (Objects in Flux #2)
Oil on canvas • $750
487	Liminal (Objects in Flux #3)
Oil on canvas • $1,200
488	Liminal (Objects in Flux #4)
Oil on canvas • $600

���� Artist Works
489	Liminal (Objects in Flux
#5)
Etching on Somerset rag
paper • $190
490	Liminal (Objects in Flux
#6)
Etching on Somerset rag
paper • $190

Sabey, Jane
491	Play Ground Fun
Ceramic • $450
492	Do Not Disturb
Ceramic • $390
493	The Storyteller
Ceramic • $390
494	Waiting Game
Ceramic • $390
495 First Reader
Ceramic • $170
496	Quiet Time
Ceramic • $170
497	Hanging onto Every Word
Ceramic • $150

Serwan, Peter
498	Custodian: Into the Light
Oil on linen • $12,000
499	Life Cycle of Landlord X
Oil on linen • $6,000
500	Feral Cat and Reserve 1
Mixed media on paper
• $475
501	Feral Cat and Reserve 2
Mixed media on paper
• $475
502	Homeward Bound
(edition 1)
Intaglio etching • $375
503	Homeward Bound
(edition 2)
Intaglio etching • $375
504	Homeward Bound
(edition 3)
Intaglio etching • $375
505	Homeward Bound
(edition 4)
Intaglio etching • $375
506	Homeward Bound
(edition 5)
Intaglio etching • $375

507	Homeward Bound
(edition 6)
Intaglio etching • $375
508	Homeward Bound
(edition 7)
Intaglio etching • $375
509	Homeward Bound
(edition 8)
Intaglio etching • $375
510	Homeward Bound
(edition 9)
Intaglio etching • $375
511	Homeward Bound
(edition 10)
Intaglio etching • $375
512	Chewing the Fat (edition 1)
Intaglio etching • $375
513	Chewing the Fat (edition 2)
Intaglio etching • $375
514	Chewing the Fat (edition 3)
Intaglio etching • $375
515	Chewing the Fat (edition 4)
Intaglio etching • $375
516	Chewing the Fat (edition 5)
Intaglio etching • $375
517	Chewing the Fat (edition 6)
Intaglio etching • $375
518	Chewing the Fat (edition 7)
Intaglio etching • $375
519	Chewing the Fat (edition 8)
Intaglio etching • $375
520	Chewing the Fat (edition 9)
Intaglio etching • $375
521	Chewing the Fat (edition 10)
Intaglio etching • $375

Slape-Phillips,
Margaret

Shaw, Tim

Tomkins, Dan

522	Orange Flame Light
Blown Glass • $900
523	Blue Sphere Light
Blown glass light • $600
524	Large Sphere Light
Blown glass light • $900
525	Desert Sunset Slash and Cut
Blown and carved glass
• $3,000
526	Volcano Slash and Cut
Blown glass • $2,800
527	Tulip Chandelier Light
Blown glass light • $18,500

538	Autumn Vineyard
Acrylic on canvas • $990
539	Queen Street
Acrylic on canvas • $990
540	Brighton Esplanade
Acrylic on canvas • $990

528	Oriental Montage
Oil on Canvas • $2,500
529	Oriental “Mr Darcy”
Oil on Canvas • $880
530	“ Princess” Lily in Gold
Oil on Canvas • $880
531	“Smokey-Genevieve”
in Gold
Oil on Canvas • $880
532	“Sylvester” in Blue
Oil on Canvas • $880
533	“Tigger” with Red Fan
Oil on Canvas • $880

Spurgin, Marc
534	Big Blue: From the movie
of the same name
Steel • $6,800
535	Artist Palette: Dream of
the Artist
Steel • $5,200
536	Mayan Culture:
Adventures in Mexico
Steel wall sculpture
• $1,950
537	Peaches N Gin Burlesque
(if you want it)
Steel • $450
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���� Artist Works
Wagner, Anne
542	My Favourite Beach
Acrylic on Canvas • $930
543	Seaside Arial
Acrylic on Canvas • $900
544	Morning Stroll
Acrylic on Canvas • $890
545	Sunset Glow
Acrylic on Canvas • $1,150

Walford, Angela
546	The Tale of Lil Fat Bird
BRT Stoneware clay, sups
and glaze • $290
547	The Tale of Lil Fat Bird
BRT Stoneware clay, sups
and glaze • $450
548	The Tale of Lil Fat Bird
BRT Stoneware clay, sups
and glaze • $800
549	The Tale of Lil Fat Bird
BRT Stoneware clay, sups
and glaze • $800

Whitney, John
550	Adelaide Skyline from
Across the River
Pen and Ink Drawing • $600
551	Adelaide Skyline from
Elder Park
Pen and Ink Drawing • $700
552	The City Bridge,
Looking West
Pen and Ink Drawing • $500
553	Jolly’s Boathouse
Pen and Ink Drawing • $500
554	The Rotunda, Elder Park
Pen and Ink Drawing • $450
555	Building Site 1.
(Adelaide Hospital)
Pen and Ink Drawing • $350
556	Building Site 2.
(Adelaide Hospital)
Pen and Ink Drawing • $350
557	Building Site 3.
(Adelaide Hospital)
Pen and Ink Drawing • $350

Whittemore,
Rebecca
558	This Land is Your Not Land,
This Land is Our Land #1
Photomontage of C-Prints
• $1,400
559	This Land is Your Not Land,
This Land is Our Land #2
Photomontage of C-Prints
• $1,400

Williams, Therese
560	Still Life with Pots I
Oil on plywood • $900
561	Still Life with Pots II
Oil on plywood • $490
562	Still Life with Pots III
Oil on plywood • $490
563	Still Life with Pots IV
Oil on plywood • $490
564	Still Life with Pots V
Oil on plywood • $490
565	Coiled Pot with drawing
Ceramic • $450
566	Clay Collections I
Ceramic plate, white clay,
glaze • $90
567	Clay Collections II
Ceramic vase, clay black ,
glaze • $90
568	Clay Collections III
Ceramic • $90
569	Clay Collections IV
Ceramic • $90
570	Clay Collections V
Ceramic • $90
571	Clay Collections VI
Ceramic • $90
572	Clay Collections VII
Ceramic • $90
573	Clay Collections VIII
Ceramic • $90
574	Clay Collections IX
Ceramic • $90
575	Clay Collections XV
Ceramic • $90
576	Clay Collections XVI
Ceramic • $90
577	Clay Collections VXII
Ceramic • $90
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578	Clay Collections XVIII
Ceramic • $90
579	Clay Collections XIX
Ceramic • $90
580	Clay Collections X
Ceramic • $90
581	Clay Collections XI
Ceramic • $90
582	Clay Collections XII
Ceramic • $90
583	Clay Collections XIII
Ceramic • $90
584	Clay Collections XIV
Ceramic • $90

Wills, Laura
585	You and Me
Pastel & digital print on
archival paper unique print
Edition 5 • $1,900
586	Held
Pastel & digital print on
archival paper unique print
Edition 5 • $1,900
587	Connection
Pastel on paper • $2,200
588 Treasure
Pastel on paper • $2,000
589 Up and Down
	Pastel & digital print on
archival paper unique print
Edition 5 • $1,800
590	Tropical Nuclear Winter
Pastel on paper • $200
591	Liquid
Pastel on paper • $200
592	The Way the Wind Blows
Pastel on paper • $200
593	On Shore
Pastel on paper • $200

Wojciak, Elizabeth
594	Patterns in Blue
Oil and charcoal on canvas
• $1,200
595	Twilight
	Acrylic and charcoal on
canvas • $1,200

���� Kaltjiti Artist Works
Cameron, Beverley

Maringka, Kathy

596 Mutuka
Acrylic on Canvas
(Pre-primed) • $180
597 Mutuka
Acrylic on Canvas
(Pre-primed) • $180
598 Mutuka
Acrylic on Canvas
(Pre-primed) • $180

605	Tjulpun-tjulpunpa - Desert
Wildflowers
Acrylic on Primed linen
(pre-primed) • $180
606	Tjulpun-tjulpunpa - Desert
Wildflowers
Acrylic on Primed linen
(pre-primed) • $180
607	Tjulpun-tjulpunpa Dessert Wildflowers
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $180

Curley, Imitjala
599	Ngayuku Ngura:
Walytjitjata - My Country:
Walytjitjata
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $400
600	Walytjitjata Ngayuku
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $2,660

Curley, Meredith
601	Ngayuku Ngura - My
Country
Acrylic on Canvas
(Pre-primed) • $180

Lennon,
Manyitjanu
602	Mamungari’nya.
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $980
603	Mamungari’nya.
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $410 (RAFFLE ITEM)

George, Mantuwa
604	Tjulpunpa - Wildflowers
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $380

Michael, Kirsty
608	Ngayuku Ngura My Country
Acrylic on Primed linen
(pre-primed) • $180
609	Ngayuku Ngura My Country
Acrylic on Canvas
(Pre-primed) • $180
610	Ngayuku Ngura My Country
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $180

Mumu, Carol
611	Mai Putitja - Bush Foods
Acrylic on Canvas
(Pre-primed • $180

Norris, Matjangka
(Nyukana)
612	Mai Irititja - Food from
Long ago
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $180
613	Mai Irititja - Food from
Long ago
Acrylic on Primed linen
(pre-primed) • $180
614	Minyma Mamu
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $220

615	Minyma Mamu
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $220
616	Minyma Mamu
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $220
617	Minyma Mamu Inma
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $220

Parker, Rebecca
618	Manta Walka - Images
of the Land
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $180

Roberts, Katrina
619	Palkapalka
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $180

Smith, Collianne
620	Untitled
Acrylic on Canvas
(Pre-primed) • $180
621	Untitled
Acrylic on Canvas
(Pre-primed) • $180
622 Untitled
	Acrylic on Primed linen
(Pre-primed) • $180
623	Ngayuku Ngura My Country
Acrylic on Canvas
(Pre-primed) • $180
624	Tali-Sandhills
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $180

Smith, Tjunkaya
(Pollyanne)
625	Mamungari’nya.
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $3,060
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���� Kaltjiti Artist Works
Stevens, Carol

Tunkin, Celena

626	Ngayuku Ngura My Country
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $300
627	Untitled
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $200

630	Ngayuku Ngura
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $180

Stevens, Rachael
628	Tjukula - Rockholes
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $180
629	Tjukula - Rockholes
Acrylic on Belgian Linen
• $180

Kaltjiti
631 Perentie
	Natural timber, paper
mache, wire and acrylic
paint • $200
632 Piti
	Paper mache, acrylic paint
and wire • $100
633	Digging Stick
Wire, acrylic paint and
paper mache • $100
634	Mouse
Wire,acrylic paint, natural
timbers, paper mache
• $75

635	Emu
Wire, paper mache, acrylic
paint • $80
636	Emu
Wire, paper mache and
acrylic paint • $100
637	Cow
Wire, paper mache and
acrylic paint • $100
638	Perentie
Natural timber, Acrylic
paint, wire and paper
mache • $100
639	Camel
Wire, acrylic paint and
paper mache • $110
Disclaimer:
To the best of our knowledge
all information contained in
this catalogue is correct at
4 August 2017.
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